COMMUNICATION.

To the Students of M.I.T.: One of the strangest things that comes to the eyes of an unbiased observer is the lack of college spirit which exists in every phase of life at the State. The most striking instance of this fact is the infinitesimal small amount of support given The Tech. How many of you fellows who are continually criticizing the various features of the paper have helped to make it better by paying for a year's subscription? Instead of borrowing a thumb-marked copy which has already had a momentous career in its passage from hand to hand, Rogers historic steps through Walker, passing at Metcalf's before venturing across Boylston Street, to the stairs of Eng. A or B, finally to arrive at the Union, there to be read and re-read by the many students until the print grows dim. How much of a practical hard-working scientific man as the Institute is most certainly composed of can an institution with this to long exist is inconceivable. We are glad to talk to the individual man. Any man who will thus be in a position to gain his paper with Institute activities. They are more than ten points and apparently consider themselves justified in entering into a two-year debating Suffolk and Ohio Wesleyan have entered in Civil Engineering.

The Tech itself has been considered one of the largest lines in the city to select from at prices that are very moderate for the quality given.

C. F. HOVEY & CO.
33 Summer Street
Boston, Mass.

FOWNES GLOVES

meaning right gloves--so buy Fownes and save trouble.

Mr. Bud Webster?

Plain and fancy colors, gray, tan, blue, green and reds

Men's Wool Smoking Jackets

Made from Double Faced Cloth

Gray, tan, blue, red and green

Plaid and striped trimmed in different color combinations

5.00 to 12.00